
TITLE
Making a Scene

BAROQUE BASSO CONTINUO MUSIC PLAYS as a FEATHER QUILL PEN
ENTERS over a sheet of PARCHMENT PAPER. It draws a CLOSED STAGE
CURTAIN across the Page, then EXITS. The Curtain LIFTS,
revealing TALL GUY dressed in FANCY SHAKESPEAREAN ATTIRE,
standing in a proud, dignified demeanor. He slips into a
fanciful monologue of gibberish, pulling out a SKULL PROP and
holding it in his hand as he uses over-dramatic gestures and is
sure to ROLL HIS “R’S” when speaking.

SHAKESPEAREAN GRANNY AND PENCILMISS POP THEIR HEADS IN just in
time to catch the end of Tall Guy’s performance. They “OOH” as
they ENTER in fully, golf-clapping. Tall Guy takes a big,
pompous bow, tucking the Skull away.

Pmiss clears her throat as Granny CRACKS her neck. Pmiss pulls
out and puts on FAIRY WINGS as Granny plops a HORSE HEAD MASK
over her face. Both straighten up, then go into a sophisticated
dialogue, repeating similar mannerisms as Tall Guy. Granny and
Pmiss bow to each other. Impressed, Tall Guy returns them a
fanciful applause as they put their props away!

QUILL PEN RE-ENTERS, draws a LARGE PIECE OF PAPER in the
CENTER, then writes “CAST” across the top, followed by SEVERAL
ROWS OF SIGNATURE LINES underneath. The Actors gawk at the
list, and each excitedly grabs Pen and SIGNS THEIR NAME on a
line: Granny, Pmiss, then finally Tall Guy.

Just then, PENCILMATE POPS HIS HEAD and spots the commotion,
becomes excited. A GOOFY TUNE PLAYS as he HOPS IN and waves
JAZZ HANDS, his CHECKERED SUIT JACKET AND OBNOXIOUS NECK TIE on
full display. The MUSIC shifts back to BAROQUE STINGS as the
Actors all look to each other, flabbergasted…

Pmate thumbs to himself with a big, confident grin. He dances
in place as the MUSIC jumps to a HIGH-SPEED, TWANGY BANJO THEME
and he rapidly slaps his knees and hambones like a madman.
Pmate finishes into a stance with his hands open wide, “HAHHH?”
BAROQUE MUSIC sets back in as Tall Guy sulks heavily. He places
his finger on the NIB of the PEN and pushes it O.S., then ROLLS
UP the Cast List and tucks it under his arm as Granny and Pmiss
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whip their heads away from Pmate with a snooty “HMPH!” All
three Actors EXIT together, leaving Pmate alone and confused.

The CURTAIN SLAMS CLOSED over Pmate, only his head popping out
from underneath! He strokes his chin for a moment, then gets an
idea! He grins as he tucks his head BENEATH THE CURTAIN and
disappears…

The Curtain LIFTS again, revealing a minimal set: a CASTLE
TOWER with WOODEN DOORS and a nearby TREE PROP. TALL GUY is
standing near the bottom of the tower, while PENCILMISS is in
the BALCONY at the top. Tall Guy romantically calls out to
Pmiss in an array of schmaltzy lines. Pmiss opens her mouth to
reply --

PMATE ROLLS IN on a PIANO, playing HONKY TONK while wearing TAP
SHOES, a BOWLER HAT, and MICKEY-MOUSE-LIKE GLOVES. He hops off
the stool and slips out of the Gloves, which continue to play,
as the Piano rolls back O.S. He pulls out a BANANA and peels
it, eats it as he drops the PEEL to the ground. Pmate goes into
a vigorous tap dancing shtick, stepping big over the Peel as
the MUSIC CRESCENDOS -- but a LARGE ANVIL suddenly DROPS from
the ceiling, smooshes Pmate, CRACKS THE GROUND beneath him, and
pulls him and his props DOWN THE NEWLY-FORMED HOLE.

Steaming, Tall Guy storms over to the hole and grabs the Tree
Prop, which is turned around while over his head, revealing
GRANNY has been wearing the Tree AS A COSTUME. Tall Guy sets
the Tree down over the hole, then turns Granny back away from
the audience. Tall Guy ZIPS back to his place as he and Pmiss
regain their composure and clear their throats. BAROQUE MUSIC
returns on queue as Pmiss delivers a few romantic lines. Tall
Guy replies for a brief moment before --

The Wooden Doors BURST OPEN as PMATE SLIDES IN with
COSMO-KRAMER-LIKE-HAIR, accompanied by HEAVY SLAP BASS SITCOM
MUSIC. He shoots an aggravated Tall Guy GUN HANDS. Pmate pulls
out SEVERAL EGGS and begins to juggle them as he pulls out a
HORSE-HEAD-ON-A-STICK and a BIKE HORN and begins hopping
around, HONKING the horn. The Eggs fly up too high, going O.S.
and returning to SPLAT into Pmate’s face, rapid-fire! As he
fumbles around, blinded by egg, a FINAL EGG DROPS IN and hits
the ground, CRACKING OPEN and spitting out the BANANA PEEL just
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in time for Pmate to step on it, slip, and fall flat on his
back! Pmate then hops back to his feet and takes a bow as Tall
Guy boils over with rage…

Tall Guy grabs Pmate by the jacket, lifting him off the ground,
then BOOTS him O.S., sending the BANANA PEEL hurling O.S. with
him! The Tree casually turns back around, revealing Granny
shaking her head and “TSK”ing with a condescending tone.

We ZIP over to an area free of the stage, where we hear PMATE
WHISTLING CLOSER before he SKIPS across the frame on his bum
and SKIDS to a halt, the BANANA PEEL LANDING right next to him.
Saddened, Pmate stands up, taking the banana peel with him as
he trudges along…

The MUSIC shifts to a BROADWAY-LIKE TUNE as we hear a CAR
HONKING. A FANCY CONVERTIBLE PULLS UP and SQUEALS the brakes
next to Pmate. In the driver seat is MR. MAN, wearing a
TURTLENECK, BURRET, and SUNGLASSES, and the BACK SEAT is packed
with CAMERAS, CLAPBOARDS, LIGHTS, and OTHER MOVIE EQUIPMENT.
Mr. Man points to Pmate and the banana peel, then mimics the
SLIPPING SHTICK with hand gestures and belly laughs. Pmate
awkwardly nods to confirm.

Mr. Man forms a BOX with his hands towards Pmate, then digs
into his pocket and pulls out a LARGE BUSINESS CARD WITH PHONE
NUMBER. Hands it to Pmate. Pmate looks down at the card. His
eyes widen. In one fluid motion, Pmate POPS his SAD FACE off
like a THESPIAN MASK, tosses it O.S. with the BANANA PEEL, and
replaces it with a HAPPY FACE. His grin then grows wider as his
eyes TURN TO STARS.

Mr. Man opens the passenger seat to invite Pmate in, but Pmate
holds out his hand and shakes his head. Pmate pulls out the
HORSE-ON-A-STICK and hops in place, riding it like a doofus as
he spanks his own bum. Mr. Man laughs again, shaking his head!

Mr. Man REVS up his car and shoots forward as we follow, until
the car almost immediately SLIPS on the nearby BANANA PEEL and
flips into the air UPSIDE DOWN, right over Pmate… The Car SLAMS
DOWN! Pmate and Mr. Man pop their heads out from beneath the
wreckage and look to each other for a BEAT. They laugh
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together! Suddenly, a GIANT ANVIL LABELED “PENCILMATION” SLAMS
DOWN, completely covering both of them and the car.


